Yuan Xingpei and Zong-qi Cai, editors

The *Journal of Chinese Literature and Culture*, launching in 2014, will publish research articles and essays on premodern Chinese literature and all aspects of the broader literary culture.

Jointly sponsored by Peking University and the University of Illinois, the journal embodies an international editorial vision which brings together scholars in China, the United States, and other parts of the world.

The inaugural double issue of the *Journal of Chinese Literature and Culture* will be available in late 2014.

---

*Forum on Chinese Poetic Culture members receive a discount on subscriptions and individual issues. For more information, please visit chinesepoetryforum.org.*

*Subscribe today!*  
Two issues annually

- Individuals, $30  
- Students, $20  
- Single issues, $16

[dukeupress.edu/jclc](http://dukeupress.edu/jclc)
Sponsored by the Ministry of Science and Technology of Taiwan, EASTS publishes research on how society and culture in East Asia interact with science, technology, and medicine. Recent and upcoming topics include the Chinese health care reform, rice science, neuroethics, and the legacy of Cold War technonationalism.

Chia-Ling Wu, editor

Subscriptions
Four issues annually
Individual, $50
Student, $25 (Photocopy of valid student ID required)
Single issues, $14

To order, please visit dukeupress.edu/easts.

For information about submitting to the journal, visit dukeupress.edu/easts#submissions or e-mail eastsjournal@gmail.com.
Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East (CSSAAME) seeks to bring region and area studies into conversation with a rethinking of theory and the disciplines. Its aim is twofold: to ask how area and region are implicated in the production of geohistorical universals and, conversely, to attend to the specificity of non-Western social, political, and intellectual formations as these challenge normative assumptions of social life, cultural practice, and historical transformation.

Stay up to date.
Follow the CSSAAME RSS feed.
For more information, visit cssaame.dukejournals.org.

Subscribe today.
3 issues annually
Online access included with a print subscription
Individuals, $30
Students, $20
(photocopy of valid student ID required)
To order, visit dukepress.edu/cssaame.